Parliamentary Government in England
for the initiative of the private member. They criticize the
growth of delegated legislation, the power, that is con-
ferred upon the Departments of State to issue legislation
in the form of regulations which have the force of law.
For the first of these difficulties the remedy proposed
is usually* some form of devolution. Australia has seven,
Canada ten legislatures, for a population much smaller
than that of Great Britain; the United States has forty-
nine legislatures for a population only three times as large.
Our Parliament, it is said, is inefficient because we seek
to force through the narrow conduit-pipe of Westminster
a mass of legislation too big to pass through with adequate
examination. If we established separate legislatures for
England, Scotland, and Wales, perhaps dividing England
into more than one legislative area, we should seriously
lighten the load on Parliament. It would then be possible
to confine the business at Westminster to the discussion
only of questions of major importance.
The solution, at first sight, seems attractive; fyut the
more closely it is scrutinized, the more, I think, it will be
realized that in fact it reaches but a little way. The subjects
that cannot be devolved are all the subjects upon which
the main time of Parliament is spent. Foreign affairs,
imperial relations, defence, currency, tariffs,  the Post
Office, the judiciary, the regulation of trade and industry,
upon all these uniformity of administration is so im-
portant to the modern State that the devolution of them
" upon local bodies is unthinkable. Indeed, in the federal
communities that are offered to us as an example to
follow, maay of the administrative difficulties which exist
arc due to the fact that the federal legislature cannot
control a subject-matter—labour laws for example—in
whidji uniformity has become urgent. What might be
devolved, agricultural control, public health, education,
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